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Moan Lisa

May 27 at 7:32am ·

And speaking of things being [not] for sale, I'm supposed to come up with a base price to sell all
works at the show for. They will all be priced the same, but I have no idea what to price them....



Like · Comment · Share

Lynn Britton Radford, Tomoe Nakamura and 2 others like this.
Lynn Britton Radford $0.00?
Like · Reply · 1 · May 27 at 9:13am
Moan Lisa I don't think the gallery would buy into that.$$
Like · Reply · 1 · May 27 at 9:15am
Lynn Britton Radford $100.00?
Like · Reply · 1 · May 27 at 9:20am
Lynn Britton Radford I mean, who would pay $100.00 for a piece of mail art?
Like · Reply · 1 · May 27 at 9:20am
Moan Lisa I don't think there will be much if any sales, but regardless I need to figure out a price
for them.
Like · Reply · 1 · May 27 at 9:31am
Moan Lisa I'm thinking somewhere between $10 and $30 right now.
Like · Reply · May 27 at 9:33am
Julie Jefferies Just got here...what are you selling?
Like · Reply · 1 · May 27 at 12:41pm
Moan Lisa MAIL ART!
Like · Reply · May 27 at 12:41pm
Moan Lisa http://moanlisa.org/2015/05/02/mail-art-call/
Mail Art Call – The History of Mail Art — Moan Lisa
Mail Art Call – The History of Mail Art A call for works...
MOANLISA.ORG
Like · Reply · 1 · May 27 at 12:42pm
Moan Lisa And yes, I understand it's breaking one of the unwritten rules of mail art but it is the
only way they'd let me do a show there.
Like · Reply · May 27 at 12:42pm
Julie Jefferies Oh. Mailed art.
Like · Reply · 1 · May 27 at 12:43pm
Jim Leftwich how about $300 million per postcard? maybe the State of Qatar will buy all of
them.
Like · Reply · 2 · May 27 at 1:27pm
Moan Lisa Then we'd all be rich and could just take a plane instead of sending a postcard if we
want to correspond.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · May 27 at 1:28pm
Sinclair Scripa 12
Like · Reply · 1 · May 27 at 2:59pm
Moan Lisa Why 12?
Like · Reply · May 27 at 3:23pm
Scott Hatt $10.00
Like · Reply · 2 · May 27 at 9:31pm



Scott Hatt Who can't afford that?
Like · Reply · 2 · May 27 at 9:32pm
Sparkle Brown How much% does the gallery demand?
Like · Reply · 1 · May 27 at 11:12pm
Moan Lisa Half
Like · Reply · 23 hrs
Tomoe Nakamura Many galleries in Japan don't even put a price tag... or they don't care if they
sell or not but they take rental... 😕

I put price that already add their % so that I don't feel losing...
Like · Reply · 1 · 22 hrs
Jesse Jesarchives Edwards what Jim Leftwich said . . . . i am booking my flight to Qatar for the
opening . . . . . i hear that the princess is very friendly . . . . .
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 14 hrs
Jim Leftwich if you sell anything you should give the money to Richard Prince
Like · Reply · 2 · 10 hrs
Moan Lisa I've already laid out the rules of the game, half to the gallery the other half to the
artist, assuming they leave a way to track down who created the art which several people have
not.
Like · Reply · 10 hrs
Jim Leftwich ok, if Richard Prince doesn't want the money i suppose the mail artists may as well
take it
Like · Reply · 10 hrs
Moan Lisa I really don't think there's going to be all that much interest in buying them.
Like · Reply ·

Jim Andrews How did some of Andrew Topel's work end up on your site?
Like · Reply · 19 hrs
Jim Leftwich my blog, textimagepoem, was a continuation of the magazines i edited and
published in the 90s and early 00s (juxta, and xtant). some of the poets who sent work for the
magazines also sent work for the blog. in 2005, when i started the blog, you couldn't post
images from your desktop to blogger, you needed an online location for the files. i got a flickr
account to use for posting images to my blog. that's how some of Andrew's work wound up at
my flickr site.
Like · Reply · 19 hrs
Jim Andrews Visual poet, visual artist, poet, net artist...how do you see what you do in relation
to such tags, Jim?
Like · Reply · 19 hrs



Jim Leftwich poet, visual poet, archivist, editor and publisher, networker, organizer of events and
exhibits. poet led to all the rest. it's the only tag i really need. i am not a visual artist or a net
artist.
Like · Reply · 19 hrs
Jim Leftwich have you seen this collection of mail artists and visual poets?
https://www.flickr.com/.../collections/72157631422992038/
FLICKR.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 19 hrs
Jim Andrews No, I hadn't. Wow.
Like · Reply · 19 hrs
Jim Leftwich ok. i wasn't sure. that collection should make some of the things i've said here a
little clearer.
Like · Reply · 19 hrs
Jim Leftwich here's a collection of some of my visual poems, in case you haven't seen it
https://www.flickr.com/.../collections/72157631422820798/
FLICKR.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 · 19 hrs
Jim Leftwich and here is the link to all of my collections, including events like the collab fests
and marginal arts festivals
https://www.flickr.com/photos/textimagepoetry/collections
FLICKR.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 2 · 18 hrs
Jim Andrews Many thanks, Jim! I look forward to having a good look.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 11 hrs
Jim Leftwich these links should help you navigate the site. for being as big as it is, it's actually
fairly well organized.
Like · Reply · 11 hrs
Jim Andrews These links help
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Moan Lisa shared her photo.

22 hrs ·

A call for works on the subject of the history of mail art. Size: 4x6" any medium, no return, no
jury, no selection. Works should be mailed as postcards without an envelope. No offensive
material please, the works will be shown to the general public. This is a for-profit show; artists



will receive half the price of their works sold, the other half will go to Chait Galleries, Iowa City.
Write your name and return address clearly on the postcard. (Please include your real name if
you wish to receive payment, as whatever name you use will be written on your check). Unsold
works will become part of my personal archive. Opening reception will be October 2nd, 2015 at
Chait Galleries.

Send your works (limit 3) to:
The History of Mail Art, c/o Moan Lisa
PO Box 248, North Liberty, IA 52317-0248, United states

Moan Lisa

A call for works on the subject of the history of mail art. Size: 4x6" any medium, no return, no
jury, no selection. Works should be mailed as postcards without an envelope. No offensive
material please, the works will be shown to the general public. This is a for-profit show; artists
will receive half the price of their works sold, the other half will go to Chait Galleries, Iowa City.
Write your name and return address clearly on the postcard. (Please include your real name if
you wish to receive payment, as whatever name you use will be written on your check). Unsold
works will become part of my personal archive. Opening reception will be October 2nd, 2015 at
Chait Galleries.

Send your works (limit 3) to:
The History of Mail Art, c/o Moan Lisa
PO Box 248, North Liberty, IA 52317-0248, United states

Like · Comment · Share

Picasso Gaglione, Allison Anne, Lynn Britton Radford and 16 others like this.
Lorraine Kwan Who sets the price?
Like · Reply · 1 · 21 hrs
Moan Lisa I have to. Probably $15 each
Like · Reply · 1 · 21 hrs
Moan Lisa I really don't like the business aspect of this call, but it is what it is. I'm not making a
penny myself. I just want the show to happen.
Like · Reply · 2 · 21 hrs
Jim Leftwich i am selling screenshots of this post for 90 thousand dollars each, if anyone is
interested.
Like · Reply · 2 · 21 hrs
Jim Leftwich like this



Like · Reply · 2 · 21 hrs
Moan Lisa Good for you, Jim.
Like · Reply · 1 · 21 hrs
Jim Leftwich it's the thought that counts, Moan
Like · Reply · 2 · 21 hrs
Michæl Orr Once Jim gets them on the market, i will have them for 90$
Unlike · Reply · 3 · 21 hrs
Jim Leftwich that's suicide, Michael!
Like · Reply · 3 · 21 hrs
Richard Meade There is no history, but there is a hierarchy.
Like · Reply · 1 · 21 hrs · Edited
Luc Fierens class war again
Like · Reply · 1 · 20 hrs
Roberto Keppler ...wel...l I send again with the address told as yours...did you receive my work
?...
Like · Reply · 1 · 19 hrs
Moan Lisa I would have to look through the submission stack which is getting quite loaded
mostly due to Jennifer Weigel's breaking the rules. wink emoticon I will have a look here now.
Like · Reply · 2 · 19 hrs
Jim Leftwich art history class war, Luc -- maybe even mail art history class war... we can make
sure we have fun, but beyond that, who knows what might happen...
Like · Reply · 1 · 15 hrs
Jennifer Weigel Yeah I got that all in order to go before the call went out... wink emoticon
Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs
Jennifer Weigel There's only 40 some odd of them... Blessed be thy mail... angel emoticon



Unlike · Reply · 2 · 14 hrs · Edited
Moan Lisa Roberto Keppler, I had a quick look through the stack last night and didn't see
anything from you. It may still be in transit.
Like · Reply · 8 hrs
Luc Fierens Jim Leftwich what will happen? you mean historification, market for mail-art? it will
be an avant-garde story, some will loose, some will win, the hierarchy of the Spectacle stays but
i'm still having fun & traveling till i'm too old to meet & fight & exchange and i know i'm not one of
the "stars" who followed the flags of the unions but i'm happy to be one of the footnotes and an
enfant terrible who tried to move something i guess ,
Unlike · Reply · 3 · 1 hr · Edited
Jim Leftwich i am with you, Luc: i don't care about the historification of mail art so much, that is
already happening and shouldn't surprise any of us. and i don't really expect richard prince to
appropriate postcards and sell them for 90 thousand dollars a piece, though that kind of
behavior pretty much sums up my idea of how the art world works (that and the equally absurd
notion of the state of Qatar buying pieces of mail art for $300 million each). i am still interested
in the eternal network. i am not interested in any stars, of any kind, in any context. i'll be happy
to continue playing in the network of global networks. and, speaking of enfants terrible, it seems
to me that the Tina Modotti Fan Club is still alive and well, still circulating its messages in the
various forms of poesia visiva.
Like · Reply · 2 · 21 mins

Luc Fierens yes, Tina Modotti ideas are alive , i saw her house two years ago in Udine and went
to Pier Paolo Pasolini little town Casarsa and read his Ecrits Corsaires on the train , already in
the 80's i fell in love with italian poesia visiva because art is connected with a political reality and
history seems to repeat itself now so .. i will send mail-art for the Roanoke Festival
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 32 mins
Jim Leftwich thanks, Luc.
i found this linked on the Pasolini page:
"I consider consumerism a worse fascism than that the classical one, because clerical-fascism
did not transform Italians. It did not get into them. It was totalitarian but not totalizing. I'll give you
an example: fascism has tried for twenty years to eliminate dialects and it didn't succeed.
Consumerism, which, on the contrary, pretends to be safeguarding dialects, is destroying them."
Like · Reply · 1 · 11 mins
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Timeline: 1972

Jan 29  Senator Adlai Stevenson criticizes President Nixon for supporting the Pakistani
government against East Pakistan (Bangladesh) seeking self-determination.

Jan 30  Pakistan withdraws from the Commonwealth after being advised that Commonwealth
members, Britain, Australia and New Zealand, will recognize Bangladesh.

Jan 30  In Derry (Londonderry) Northern Ireland, British paratroopers respond to a civil rights
march by Catholics, in defiance of a ban against marches, and shoot dead thirteen unarmed
marchers.

Feb 1  The first hand-held calculator (HP-35) goes on the market for $395.

Feb 2  Responding to the incident in Derry, persons in Dublin, Ireland, burn the British Embassy
to the ground. Also in Ireland, several British-owned businesses are set afire.  A bomb explodes
at the British Yacht Club in West Berlin.

Feb 18  The California Supreme Court finds the death penalty cruel and unusual punishment in
violation of the state constitution. Everyone on death row, including Charles Manson, has his
sentence commuted to life in prison.

Feb 21-28  President Nixon and a large entourage visit the People's Republic of China. The US
and China pledge to work toward full normalization of diplomatic relations. The US
acknowledges that Taiwan is a part of China and expresses interest in a peaceful settlement of
the Taiwan issue.

Feb 22  A bomb planted by the Irish Republic Army kills seven people in Aldershot, England.

Feb 24  North Vietnamese negotiators walk out of the Paris peace talks, complaining of the US
bombing of their country.

Mar 4  Libya signs a cooperation treaty with the Soviet Union. There is to be a joint development
and refining of Libyan oil.

Mar 7  Campaigning in New Hampshire as the Democratic Party's front runner for nomination
for president, Ed Muskie, Senator from Maine, is televised appearing to weep while complaining
about a letter published in the Manchester Union-Leader. Presidents are not supposed to weep
in public. Muskie wins the New Hampshire primary, but doesn't look presidential and will drop



out of the race. It will be revealed during the Watergate scandal that the letter was a dirty tricks
project from Nixon campaign operatives.

Mar 20  In the wake of President Nixon's visit to China, Leonid Brezhnev confirms that the
Soviet Union is concerned about the possibility of secret agreements between China and the
United States.

Mar 24  Britain closes Northern Ireland's parliament and says it will rule there directly for one
year. Some of Northern Ireland's Protestants are disturbed by their loss of power. They charge
Britain with surrendering to "terrorist violence." Ireland's government welcomes the take-over.
The IRA does not.

Mar 30  North Vietnamese forces attack enemy bases in the south in their biggest offensive in
four years.

Apr 10  The US and Soviet Union join 70 other nations in signing an agreement to ban biological
warfare.

Apr 16  The US extends its bombing to Hanoi and its harbor: Haiphong.

Apr 19  President Nixon tells his National Security Adviser, Henry Kissinger: "I’m the last
president... I’m the only president... who had the guts to do what we’re doing.... Reagan never
could make president to begin with, and he couldn’t handle it.... I’m going to destroy the
[expletive] country, believe me, I mean destroy it if necessary.... We will bomb the living
beejezus out of North Vietnam and then if anyone interferes we will threaten the nuclear
weapon."

Apr 21  Kissinger is in Moscow, preparing for a summit meeting. He tells Brezhnev that the US
has two objectives in Vietnam: "to bring about an honorable withdrawal of our forces in Vietnam
" and " to put a time interval between our withdrawal and the political process which would then
start... We are not committed to a permanent political involvement there." (David Reynolds)

Apr 27  In Burundi a Hutu led rebellion against the Tutsi military dictatorship erupts and starts
killing people.

G. Gordon Liddy in later years

April 30  The unelected Tutsi "president," Michel Micombero, declares martial law, and the Tutsi
controlled army goes on the offensive. Targeted are Hutus, especially the educated or militarily
trained. In the coming three months between 100,000 and 150,000 Hutus will be killed and a
half million Hutus will flee the country, while other events dominate world news.

May 8  President Nixon orders the mining of Haiphong Harbor.



May 15  In Laurel, Maryland, while campaigning for the presidency, Governor Wallace of
Alabama is shot. He will be paralyzed.

May 19  In Hamburg Germany, the Red Army Faction explodes three bombs at the building
housing the Springer Press.

May 24  In President Nixon's otherwise friendly visit to Moscow, Leonid Brezhnev pounds the
table and speaks of America's "shameful war" in Vietnam.

May 26  Following negotiations that began in 1969, President Nixon and Brezhnev sign the
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT), the first accord intending to regulate the nuclear arms
race. The agreement locks strategic ballistic missile launchers at their current number.

May 27  To the Soviet Union's foreign secretary, Andrei Gromyko, Henry Kissinger speaks of US
intentions to "leave the struggle to the Vietnamese... All we ask is a degree of time so as to
leave Vietnam for Americans in a better perspective." (Summits, by David Reynolds, p. 267)

May 28  A first attempt is made by operatives working for the Republican Party to break into the
Democratic Party's national headquarters, to find evidence that the Democrats have received
funds from Cuba – a possibility suggested by one of the operatives: G. Gordon Liddy.

May 30  In Britain, members of the "Angry Brigade," go on trial. They are held responsible for
around 25 bombings in Britain since 1970, bombings that caused property damage.

May 30  Three members of the Japanese Red Army kill 24 and injure 80 at Israel's airport in Tel
Aviv. Two of the attackers kill themselves with grenades – making an impression on a few
Palestinians. The third attacker is taken prisoner.

Napalm warfare. Associated Press photograph, taken by Nick Ut

Ulrike Meinhof

Jun 1  In Iraq, the vice chairman of the Revolutionary Command Council, Saddam Hussein,
oversees the seizure of Iraqi oil from international interests.

Jun 2  In West Germany, members of the Red Army Faction, including Andreas Baader, are
arrested after a shootout with the police.

Jun 8  In South Vietnam, a tactic has been to bomb villages to discourage support of the Viet
Cong. Terrorized children are televised running from the napalm bombing of the village of Trang
Bang. Information about the later life of the naked girl with the burned flesh, seen running from
her village (see photo), is available through a Wikipedia search for Phan Th? Kim Phúc.



Jun 15  In West Germany, more members of the Red Army Faction are arrested, including the
co-founder Ulrike Meinhof, a former sociology and philosophy student and anti-Vietnam war
activist. In four years, while in prison, she will hang herself.

Jun 17 Five men are arrested at the offices of the Democratic National Committee at the
Watergate Hotel in Washington DC. They were intending to plant listening devices and
photograph papers.

Jun 17  The United States returns Okinawa to Japan.

Jun 23  President Nixon has a recording device in the White House, and he and his chief of staff
H.R. Haldeman are taped talking about using the CIA to obstruct an FBI investigation of the
break-in at the Watergate hotel.

Jun 28  President Nixon ends sending draftees to Vietnam, unless they volunteer for duty there.

Jul 14  Senator George McGovern wins the Democratic Party's nomination for president. He
favors an immediate and complete withdrawal of US troops from Vietnam.

Jun 21  In Belfast, 22 bombs planted by the Irish Republican Army explode, kill nine people and
seriously wound 130.

Aug 3  The US Senate votes 49-47 to withdraw all United States forces from Indochina within
four months, provided all prisoners of war are released.

Aug 4  President Amin begins to expel Uganda's Indian minority to Britain.

Aug 4  According to a Gallup Poll,  60 percent of the voting-age public opposes an unconditional
amnesty for men who have evaded the draft by leaving the country.

Aug 12  President Nixon withdraws the last US combat units from Vietnam.

Aug 16  King Hassan of Morocco, while returning home in his private Boeing 727, is fired upon
by fighter aircraft of the Royal Moroccan Air Force. His plane lands and the fighter aircraft
continue shooting at his plane. Hassan sends a message by radio, disguising himself as
someone else and reporting that the king has been killed. The fighter planes withdraw, the pilots
soon to be executed.

Aug 17  A survey of 456 of the richest, most powerful and most influential persons in the US
reveals "a high level of acceptance of government intervention in the economy, approval of most
of the things that make up the welfare state and rejection of hard-line anti-communism in foreign



policy," what some people would call the liberal establishment.(The quote from the New York
Times.)

Aug 22  Actress Jane Fonda is opposed to her country's military intervention in Vietnam. She is
visiting North Vietnam. From Hanoi she broadcasts a description of her visit. For this she is to
be called Hanoi Jane and a traitor.

Sep 5-6  At the Summer Olympics in Munich, eight Palestinians belonging to Black September
enter the Olympic Village and murder eleven Israeli athletes .

Sep 14  Thirty-three years have passed since Germany invaded Poland. West Germany and
Poland renew diplomatic relations.

Sep 21  President Marcos places the Philippines under martial law, allowing him to rule by
decree. He describes this as necessary to prevent a Communist takeover.

Sep 29  Japan and China normalize diplomatic relations.

Oct 2  Denmark joins the European Community.

Oct 19  Two members of Black September hijack a German, Lufthansa, Boeing 727 airliner and
demand release of three being held for the killing of the Israeli athletes in Munich.

Oct 25  In the US, the first female FBI agents are hired.

Oct 14  Chile is suffering economic decline and high inflation. Housewives are embittered by
chronic shortages and rising prices and march beating on pots and pans. The leftist Allende
regime declares an emergency and takes control of radio broadcasts as thousands of
shopkeepers and small businessmen strike.

Oct 26   On the campaign trail in Kentucky, President Nixon says he is confident that difficulties
regarding a cease-fire and peace settlement regarding Vietnam "can and will be worked out."

Oct 31  The United States seeks reassurance from Hanoi that when the settlement with Hanoi
goes into effect, Hanoi will withdraw many of the 35,000 troops it has in the northern part of
South Vietnam, although this is not among the terms of the agreement being negotiated by
Henry Kissinger in Paris.

Nov 1  In Saigon, President Thieu describes agreement being made in Paris as "a surrender of
the South Vietnamese people to the Communists."

Nov 1  West Germany has released the three demanded by the two Black September hijackers,
who remain in Libya. Libya declares that it will not allow extradition of the two.



Nov 5  In Chile, a strike by truckers ends, and other strike leaders call for a return to work,
ending a 26-day work stoppage.

Nov 7  President Nixon wins re-election with more than 60 percent of the popular vote.

Nov 11  The US turns the Long Binh military base over to Saigon's military.

Nov 20  Federal elections in West Germany gives Chancellor Willy Brandt's coalition 54 percent
of the vote. Brandt wins a second term in office and support for his policy of reconciliation with
Communism in East Germany and Eastern Europe – a policy detested by some conservatives.

Nov 20  Cuba informs the United States that it will put on trial the three hijackers who demanded
and received $2 million in ransom and forced a Southern Airways jet to land in Havana.

Nov 21  The military junta ruling Argentina has invited Juan D. Peron to return, hoping he will
contribute to a new unity in the country as it moves toward civilian rule for 1973. Peron receives
a warm welcome.

Nov 22  US intelligence officials report that Hanoi has ordered Communist forces in South
Vietnam to observe a cease-fire scrupulously for the first 60 days after it goes into effect and to
refrain from all acts of vengeance, assassination and terrorism during that period.

Dec 7  In the Philippines, the First Lady, Imelda Marcos, is stabbed and seriously wounded. Her
bodyguards shoot and kill the assailant, who was a geodetic engineer.

Dec 8  The United Nations proclaims this International Human Rights Day.

Dec 8  Trade flourishes between the Israelis and Jordanians. They watch each other's television
programs. But Israeli-made goods and Israeli citizens are not welcome in Jordan.

Dec 15  Australia proclaims equal pay for women.

Dec 16  Henry Kissinger says that the negotiations between the United States and North
Vietnam have so far failed to reach what President Nixon regards as "a just and fair agreement"
to end the Vietnam war.

Dec 18  President Nixon has resumed bombing North Vietnam: Operation Linebacker. North
Vietnam announces that they may break contacts with the US at the Paris Peace Conference.

Dec 21  East and West Germany recognize each other's government.



Dec 22  After five days and nights of heavy bombing, Hanoi is scarred and half deserted but,
according to one observer, vigorous and in good spirits.

Dec 26  Former President Harry S. Truman dies.
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Working on website

Inbox
x

lts

3:38 PM (23 hours ago)
to me
Hi Jim,

I'm working on adding your work to the ReDux website. I would like to link whatever sites of
yours that you would want people to see. Please send them to me in this email.

Thanks!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

9:19 PM (17 hours ago)
to lts
DOUBT, second edition (with essays)
free download
http://www.lulu.com/shop/jim-leftwich/doubt/ebook/product-17460716.html
Six Months Aint No Sentence
Books 1 - 118 and counting
https://app.box.com/s/l76xlrg78e5s8evbi4c4
visual poems
https://www.flickr.com/photos/textimagepoetry/collections/72157631422820798/
events and exhibits, mail artists and visual poets, miscellaneous...
https://www.flickr.com/photos/textimagepoetry/collections



10 years of the textimagepoem blogzine
http://jimleftwichtextimagepoem.blogspot.com/
Ohio State Rare Books and Manuscripts Library
Guides to Avant Writing Collections
http://library.osu.edu/find/collections/rarebooks/avant-writing/avant-guides/

thanks.
lts8:01 AM (6 hours ago)
Great, I will add these.

lts

8:02 AM (6 hours ago)
to me
Jim, when did you start writing poetry? Also, when I look at your tape transfers, I'm mesmerized
by all the bits of color. How important is color in transmitting your meaning through these tape
transfers?

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:18 PM (1 hour ago)
to lts
i started writing poetry in 1972.
1972 was an important year for me.
i was 16.
i was introduced to a whole lot of things that have stayed with me for the rest of my life.
including Rimbaud's Illuminations, which became a starting point for several lifelong
explorations.

the sources determine what is important for tape transfers.
i once did a series of  tape transfers using the encyclopedia britannica. color was present, but
not extremely important.
lately i've been using ephemera like bulk mail advertising and free weekly publications.
there is a lot of color to work with, so it becomes one of the things i pay a lot of attention to.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:19 PM (1 hour ago)
to lts
thanks for using the links i sent.



lts

1:28 PM (1 hour ago)
to me
my pleasure! I think you have an important body of work and people need to see it.

lts

1:41 PM (1 hour ago)
to me
When you're working on the tape transfers, are you searching for, and then building up, in layers
pieces of words or letters that are linked to a particular idea or are you constructing from deeper
layers of your consciousness?

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:54 PM (54 minutes ago)
to lts
i decide on the sources i'm going to use, and then i go over those source-pages several  times
with a single piece of tape. i hope to create something like a constellation. a constellation
doesn't make a statement, and it doesn't comment on itself. if anything, it tells us a little about
how our minds work while in the process of constructing constellations. so, as is often the case
with a poem, these tape transfers function as mirrors. most of what we see in them is what we
have brought to them... faceted, defamiliarized, recontextualized... of course... but we are still
looking at ourselves.

lts

1:57 PM (50 minutes ago)
to me
I've admired your work for some time and I wish I could show all of your work!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:03 PM (45 minutes ago)
to lts
thank you. i appreciate that.
...but i think i probably have too much work for any one person to show...
the road of excess leads to the palace of -- what can we say with any certainty? -- the palace of
excess...
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lts

May 29 (3 days ago)
to me
In looking through your gallery of tape transfers, and reading your poems, as an artist I see such
a strong connection between both. Is that something that was intentional or was it something
that morphed over time? The tape transfers look like the revelation of letters and words over a
period of time, at least to my eye.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

May 29 (3 days ago)
to lts
it was intentional. i was writing a letteral poetry -- as contrasted with a traditional syllable-based
verse -- when i started making visual poems (roughly 20 years ago). i've done a lot of text/image
work -- thousands of pages of it -- all of which i think of as a kind of poetry, an extension of the
visual poem, which is an extension of the textual poem. some folks see some of my text/image
work as a kind of visual art. i can understand that, but for me the context and intentions are
determining factors... and the context and intentions are poetical, they come out of a
background in poetry, albeit with a longstanding interest in art history.
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Showing your work on the Re<>Dux Arts Magazine website

Inbox
x

lts <liketelevisionsnow@gmail.com>

May 28 (4 days ago)



to me
Hi Jim,

I left a message for you in IUOMA, unfortunately there was a 200 word limit!  I was asking if you
might be interested in having your Tape Transfers shown during the month of June on my
Re<>Dux Arts Magazine website that I host. I'm a big fan of your work - the transfers in
particular - and I was wondering if you would be interested in doing this?

Here is a link to the website so that you can see what we've been supporting. A few months
ago, we hosted some of DeVillo Sloan's vispo work. We've also shown Diane Keys, Carina
Granlund, Eduardo Cardoso and others.

Check it out and let me know what you think!

http://liketelevisionsnow.wix.com/reduxmagazine

Look forward to hearing from you,

LT Snow

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

May 28 (4 days ago)
to lts
absolutely! that would be great. thanks.
what do i need to do to help with this?

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

May 28 (4 days ago)
to lts
this is what i have. use anything you like.
thanks.
79 Attachments

lts

May 28 (4 days ago)
to me
Jim! That is awesome! Often, I let the artist choose the work that they would like our viewers to
see. Would you like me to go through what you sent and select about 25? Also, I'll be in touch. I



like to put together a short piece about the work, ask a few questions related to the artist's
sentiments about the selected work, etc.

Again, thank you!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

May 28 (4 days ago)
to lts
sure, why don't you go through what i sent and choose the ones you like best.

send questions any time...

thanks.

lts

May 28 (4 days ago)
to me
great, I'm putting together a little intro on the ReDux Facebook page, letting people know about
your work on the website in June. When I'm done, I'll send you a link to the Facebook page so
you can see it!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

May 28 (4 days ago)
to lts
ok, cool. thank you.

lts

May 28 (4 days ago)
to me
Here's the announcement on the ReDux Facebook page. Because they didn't have any titles, I
wrote "Tape Transfer No. 20". If you'd prefer something different, just let me know and I can go
back and edit it.

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Redux-Arts-Magazine

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

May 28 (4 days ago)
to lts



that's nice, thanks again. tape transfer and a number is all the title they need.

here's something you might be interested in, from an ongoing exchange with Jim Andrews. this
is from about 20 minutes ago:

Jim Andrews Visual poet, visual artist, poet, net artist...how do you see what you do in relation
to such tags, Jim?
Like · Reply · 23 mins
Jim Leftwich poet, visual poet, archivist, editor and publisher, networker, organizer of events and
exhibits. poet led to all the rest. it's the only tag i really need. i am not a visual artist or a net
artist.
Like · Reply · 19 mins

lts

May 28 (4 days ago)
to me
ha! I was going to ask you how you describe your work and yourself... this is perfect.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

May 28 (4 days ago)
to lts
all yours
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Moan Lisa

3 hrs ·

Selling signed Post-It notes, $10 each.



Like · Comment · Share

De Villo Sloan, Llori Bryant-Stein and Bill Carter like this.
Allegra Sleep
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Jim Leftwich i'm selling post-it notes signed by Moan Lisa for $100 each
Like · Reply · 2 · 46 mins
Moan Lisa Or trade for authentic Jim Leftwich postcards.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 44 mins

Jim Leftwich authentic No Commercial Value postcards, $100 each
Like · 1 · 13 mins
Write a reply...

Llori Bryant-Stein i'm hoping to keep a tradition going with t-shirts.. i buy one of the subject at
hand then ask them to autograph it, for a consideration.
Like · Reply · 1 · 35 mins
Llori Bryant-Stein *hint* but relax, i'm poor.. so time is not an issue (well, in the aspect of rushing
to accomplish this)
Like · Reply · 1 · 30 mins
Moan Lisa If $10 is too much, I can negotiate.
Like · Reply · 29 mins

Llori Bryant-Stein oh it's not that! grin emoticon just billing and it's the medical that rips the new
one. (but we all know that.) i'll get there. i want that stamp and the tee. just got to get through
JUNE! and stop blowing my funtivity $$ on antique school rings. tongue emoticon
Like · 1 · 28 mins
Write a reply...

De Villo Sloan Selling fake Moan Lisa Post-It notes for $1.00 (plus postage) a piece). They look
exactly like the authentic ones at a fraction of the price. Fool your friends.
Like · Reply · 1 · 29 mins
Allegra Sleep I am taking screenshots of Moan Lisa's post-it notes and selling them at the
gallery for $1,000.00 a piece.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · 17 mins
Llori Bryant-Stein instagram !.. then gallarytise them, yeh, then go on about how it's not a
violation of copyright... alert the media!
Like · Reply · 2 · 9 mins · Edited
Allegra Sleep After I sell them all, I will publish them as an oversized glossy coffeetable book
and sell the books for $$.
Like · Reply · 1 · 9 mins
Moan Lisa How will they know it's a Post-It and not just a piece of paper from a memo pad?
Like · Reply · 9 mins



Jim Leftwich Richard Prince will sue you for stealing his idea
Like · Reply · 2 · 8 mins

Llori Bryant-Stein W00T
Unlike · 3 · 8 mins
Allegra Sleep Karma, bitch!
Like · 1 · 6 mins
Llori Bryant-Stein terms and conditions so confuckle me now days... wtf!?
Like · 5 mins
Llori Bryant-Stein .. wait, forgot to add: HuHUHUhuh, 'dick prince' HuhuHUHUH ... ok, back at it.
Like · 5 mins
Write a reply...

Llori Bryant-Stein then sell the rights to paramount and tell the story of the 'sensational' like in
that frida kahlo movie. that's the golden ticket!
Like · Reply · 2 ·
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(no subject)

Inbox
x

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:27 PM (7 hours ago)
to Bill
what richard prince does is about power. he doesn't represent it, or critique it,
he embodies it. it is an imperialist projection of power, appropriation
as pillage.
he is the conquering army of one, occupying the art world, occupying our
minds.
value is coerced, and coercive. we should take it wherever we find it as a threat.

good to see you the other night, thanks for coming by.



billybobbeamer@aol.com

2:55 PM (7 hours ago)
to me
yes, i see from whence you come/speak.

i don't reject the world of arts, but i reject the THEfinancia-pompous-l ART WORLD--the
one[s][[there are ''high %'' others than the 1%'s--i know]... i reject the ART_yWORLD that shouts
all the damn time!ART--the HULKING BASTARD-- is athreat and a symbol of devouring
art---->power/authority----->threat

of course it is always so superto see you
whether we agree on all or not...ha

o, but here we fully agree!--tho u may not w/my prsonal spin

i'm w/dave hickey generally

its the same in allthe arts
-----------------------------------
an act by prince to split his money with the kids...
now that wld be  STATEMENT
up in the faces of the !%ers
an original, warm, loving act
among the cold players

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

3:24 PM (6 hours ago)
to Bill
Prince splitting the money with the folks who made the images would be like Halliburton splitting
the money with the Iraqi people. it would be the equivalent of giving away power. that's not how
power works.

billybobbeamer@aol.com

4:47 PM (5 hours ago)
to me
no. or yes. how power raw power works
power thwarts,abuses, tramples authority [or can] as granted by the people [in theory]
power won't share or give away itself-- it, itself, has to be thwarted.
love--like a tiny persistent grassblade--works its way in & thru.



i listen to tom campbell and chris hedges and others
call love constructive power
hedges, others point out that only 3- 5% of the pop can create a nonviolent revolutionary
overthrow,
logically by directing energy positively.

if Prince is a corporation--and he might well be...richard prince, inc....then i might see  the
halliburton analogy...
but i don't have to leave the u.s to find starvation and war....and complete utter separation
anyway, a personal shift is a lot more, well,  personal and thus easier by tons to accomplish
if the shift cld. be accomplished at all in a halliburton, which i strongly doubt...
xcept 1 on 1--maybe--or by encouraging free speech teevee!

so many roads

rp shld begiven our emails
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shrine melts university
deployed postcards beneath



restaurant responsive evolution
azoic oxidized grids
ephemeral chaotic self-portrait
squid dwellers squiggly
autocracy diagonal spanner
diffusion available value
ritual axis pioneered
dawning slingshot eggshell
"soft roles OM" prodigious
liquid marks flea markets
horse pigeons tire iron
subjectivities possess the gap
tangible back pages compared
tricycle impervious planetary
trawls tectonic poems bladders
cement flows extraction
perpetually waste walking
soap comfortable hat driving
confetti pillowcase manzello
austerity coexists historical sauces

conditions restaurant responsive evolution
daring azoic oxidized grids
farrago orthography neutrality stritch
accrue cycle telecommunication lasso
definitions caution intervening deducted
definitions fish gambling supplement
dada shrine melts university
everything deployed postcards beneath
observes squid dwellers squiggly
making autocracy diagonal spanner
encouraged diffusion available value
proponents ritual axis pioneered
propensity dawning slingshot eggshell
philosopher "soft roles OM" prodigious
moments liquid marks flea markets
hoaxes horse pigeons tire iron
principle tangible back pages compared
ending tricycle impervious planetary



medical trawls tectonic poems bladders
parsing cement flows extraction
gems perpetually waste walking
memorably soap comfortable hat driving
microbe confetti pillowcase manzello
scarecrow austerity coexists historical sauces
contradictions subjectivities possess the gap
revolutionary ephemeral chaotic self-portrait
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tangible back pages
philosopher "soft roOM"
prodigious moments li
marks flea markets encou
diffusion available val
proponents ritual axis pio
propensity dawning sli
eggshell hoaxes defini
fish gambling supplemen
dada shrine melts universit
everything deployed postcar
beneath observes squid dwe
squiggly making autocra
diagonal spanner horse pig
tire iron farrago orthog
neutrality stritch accr
cycle telecommunication la
gesso guesswork workers
cchalk wood flexib
calcium medium pigment acr
geology rigid glue titan
substrate applying temper
gypsum emulsion hide
three-planets absorbenc
definitions caution interve
deducted ending tricycle



planetary revoluti
ephemeral chaotic
self-conditions initial
rresponsive evolutio
friday night bean fling dar
azoic oxidized grids medi
trawls tectonic poems bla
microbe confetti pillow
manzello scarecrow auste
coexists historical sauc
contradictions subjectivit
possess the gap parsing c
flows extraction gems p
waste walking memo
soap comfortable hat dr
the intimate perplexity

marks flea markets encou
diffusion available
proponents ritual axis
propensity dawning
eggshell hoaxes
fish gambling
dada shrine melts
everything deployed
beneath observes squid
squiggly making
diagonal spanner horse
pig planetary
ephemeral chaotic
self-conditions initial
rresponsive
friday night bean fling
azoic oxidized grids
trawls tectonic poems
microbe confetti pillow
manzello scarecrow
coexists historical
contradictions



possess the gap parsing
flows extraction gems
waste walking memo
soap comfortable hat
the intimate tangible
back pages cchalk wood
philosopher "soft roOM"
prodigious moments li
tire iron farrago
neutrality stritch
cycle telecommunication
gesso guesswork workers
calcium medium pigment
geology rigid glue titan
substrate applying temper
gypsum emulsion hide
three-planets
definitions caution
deducted ending tricycle
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marks flea markets background radiation
diffusion Joe Pepitone
proponents ritual mineral spirits
propensity mineral turpentine
eggshell petroleum spirits
fish solvent naphtha
dada shrine varsol
everything aerosols
beneath observes lacquers
squiggly large hadron collider
diagonal spanner Clete Boyer
pig heavy-ion
ephemeral quark-gluon plasma
self-conditions antimatter



quark flavor mixing
friday night electroweak force
standard oxidized model
trawls tectonic Higgs mechanism
microbe confetti hurricane
manzello stomach
coexists unemployment
tsunami apartment
possess the gap crawling
flows extraction perpetuate
waste walking commonalities
soap comfortable hat hat
the intimate tangible tangible
back pages cchalk insurrectionist
philosopher debt-ceiling
prodigious moments telegenic
tire iron inertia storm
5.5 percent August stritch
cycle coalesce derivative
gesso guesswork Ponzi bubbles
calcium medium singularities
geology rigid glue earthquake
substrate applying festering
gypsum emulsion financial
mineral spirits
definitions Joe Pepitone
deducted ending background radiation

pig heavy-ion flea markets background radiation
diffusion Joe Pepitone
pig heavy-ion ritual mineral spirits
propensity mineral turpentine
pig heavy-ion petroleum spirits
fish solvent naphtha
pig heavy-ion shrine varsol
everything aerosols
pig heavy-ion observes lacquers
squiggly large hadron collider
pig heavy-ion spanner Clete Boyer



pig heavy-ion
pig heavy-ion quark-gluon plasma
self-conditions antimatter
pig heavy-ion flavor mixing
friday night electroweak force
pig heavy-ion oxidized model
trawls tectonic Higgs mechanism
pig heavy-ion confetti hurricane
manzello stomach
pig heavy-ion unemployment
tsunami apartment
pig heavy-ion the gap crawling
flows extraction perpetuate
pig heavy-ion walking commonalities
soap comfortable hat hat
pig heavy-ion intimate tangible tangible
back pages cchalk insurrectionist
pig heavy-ion debt-ceiling
prodigious moments telegenic
pig heavy-ion iron inertia storm
5.5 percent August stritch
pig heavy-ion coalesce derivative
gesso guesswork Ponzi bubbles
pig heavy-ion medium singularities
geology rigid glue earthquake
pig heavy-ion applying festering
gypsum emulsion financial
pig heavy-ion spirits
definitions Joe Pepitone
pig heavy-ion ending background radiation

marks flea markets background radiation
manzello stomach Joe Pepitone
proponents ritual mineral spirits
manzello stomach mineral turpentine
eggshell petroleum spirits
manzello stomach solvent naphtha
dada shrine varsol
manzello stomach aerosols



beneath observes lacquers
manzello stomach large hadron collider
diagonal spanner Clete Boyer
manzello stomach heavy-ion
ephemeral quark-gluon plasma
manzello stomach conditions antimatter
quark flavor mixing
manzello stomach night electroweak force
standard oxidized model
manzello stomach tectonic Higgs mechanism
microbe confetti hurricane
manzello stomach manzello stomach
coexists unemployment
manzello stomach apartment
possess the gap crawling
manzello stomach extraction perpetuate
waste walking commonalities
manzello stomach comfortable hat hat
the intimate tangible tangible
manzello stomach pages cchalk insurrectionist
philosopher debt-ceiling
manzello stomach moments telegenic
tire iron inertia storm
manzello stomach percent August stritch
cycle coalesce derivative
manzello stomach guesswork Ponzi bubbles
calcium medium singularities
manzello stomach rigid glue earthquake
substrate applying festering
manzello stomach emulsion financial
mineral spirits
manzello stomach Joe Pepitone
deducted ending background radiation

marks flea markets background tsunami apartment
diffusion Joe Pepitone
proponents ritual mineral tsunami apartment
propensity mineral turpentine
eggshell petroleum tsunami apartment
fish solvent naphtha



dada shrine tsunami apartment
everything aerosols
beneath observes tsunami apartment
squiggly large hadron collider
diagonal spanner tsunami apartment
pig heavy-ion
ephemeral quark-gluon tsunami apartment
self-conditions antimatter
quark flavor tsunami apartment
friday night electroweak force
standard oxidized tsunami apartment
trawls tectonic Higgs mechanism
microbe confetti tsunami apartment
manzello stomach
coexists tsunami apartment
tsunami apartment
possess the gap tsunami apartment
flows extraction perpetuate
waste walking tsunami apartment
soap comfortable hat hat
the intimate tangible tsunami apartment
back pages cchalk insurrectionist
philosopher debt-tsunami apartment
prodigious moments telegenic
tire iron inertia tsunami apartment
5.5 percent August stritch
cycle coalesce tsunami apartment
gesso guesswork Ponzi bubbles
calcium medium tsunami apartment
geology rigid glue earthquake
substrate applying tsunami apartment
gypsum emulsion financial
mineral tsunami apartment
definitions Joe Pepitone
deducted ending background tsunami apartment

marks flea markets background radiation
diffusion dada shrine varsol
proponents ritual mineral spirits



propensity mineral dada shrine varsol
eggshell petroleum spirits
fish solvent dada shrine varsol
dada shrine varsol
everything dada shrine varsol
beneath observes lacquers
squiggly large hadron dada shrine varsol
diagonal spanner Clete Boyer
pig heavy-dada shrine varsol
ephemeral quark-gluon plasma
self-conditions dada shrine varsol
quark flavor mixing
friday night electroweak dada shrine varsol
standard oxidized model
trawls tectonic Higgs dada shrine varsol
microbe confetti hurricane
manzello dada shrine varsol
coexists unemployment
tsunami dada shrine varsol
possess the gap crawling
flows extraction dada shrine varsol
waste walking commonalities
soap comfortable hat dada shrine varsol
the intimate tangible tangible
back pages cchalk dada shrine varsol
philosopher debt-ceiling
prodigious moments dada shrine varsol
tire iron inertia storm
5.5 percent August dada shrine varsol
cycle coalesce derivative
gesso guesswork Ponzi dada shrine varsol
calcium medium singularities
geology rigid glue dada shrine varsol
substrate applying festering
gypsum emulsion dada shrine varsol
mineral spirits
definitions dada shrine varsol
deducted ending background radiation


